
Invite Ash to speak or  lead a workshop at  your next

conference,  summit,  or  conscious leadership event.   

Passionate about cultural change, creative problem
solving and spiritual reconnection, she believes conflict
resolution lies in deeply understanding the self, and
each other, through immersion, vulnerable conversation
and applied spirituality — through them we remember
our humanity and interconnectedness. 
 
Guided by the idea that change comes from courage
and compassion, Ash shares her wisdom, trainings and
life experiences with audiences, captivating their
attention and raising consciousness for freedom, for all.
 
Ash has an honors degree in Advertising and Marketing,
is a certified Psychosynthesis coach, 10+ years as a
branding and business professional, and has been
studying anthropology, sociology and various personal
development and healing modalities since the age of 8.
She's run over 40 international retreats since 2015 and
facilitated countless group workshops. AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

INCLUSION + BELONGING

CONSCIOUS 

BUSINESS + BRANDING 

Speaking, Panel + Workshop Topics

ashjohns.co    |    ash@ashjohns.co   |   @ashinspires

Her life's calling is to inspire and help create 
freedom and belonging in this world. 

PRACTICAL 
SPIRITUALITY + RITUAL

Ash Johns is a Conscious Brand + Business
Strategist, Spiritual Guide and Inspiring Truth-teller.

ANCESTRAL HEALING



Initiate Your Own Path Inspires listeners to lean into
their own unique reason for being on this earth...and
how to do that. The audience will walk away with a
new perspective to take responsibility for their life's
purpose.
 
Brand in Your Truth™ Takes participants through the
journey of creating a brand based on their personal
truth of who they really are, not the manufactured or
engineered version. Introduces and illustrates how we
get "off track" before we've even gotten started in
business and in our careers.  
 
Spiritual Living in Business Also known as 'Being
Spiritual in Corporate', this talk and workshop shows
an inherent relationship between leadership,
spirituality and survival that must be explored for
individual and team success.
 
Conscious Marketing for Cultural Change Inspired
by her own entrepreneurial journey, this talk and
workshop takes listeners down a path of business,
marketing and sales innovation to explore the real
power of doing good and calling in business growth. 
 

ashjohns.co    |    ash@ashjohns.co   |   @ashinspires

S I G N A T U R E  T A L K S  +  W O R K S H O P S

"Ash is a powerful and dynamic leader. 
When she speaks, people LISTEN and DO."

— Chelsea Jean

Ash also co-authors culture change model and facilitates
stress management workshops for corporations and
businesses. Be in touch if you'd like to learn more. 


